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PICK AND PLACE MACHINE WITH IMPROVED COMPONENT
PICK IMAGE PROCESSING

BACKGROUND

Pick and place machines are generally used

to manufacture electronic circuit boards. A blank

printed circuit board is usually supplied to the pick

and place machine, which then picks electronic

components from component feeders, and places such

components upon the board. The components are held upon

the board temporarily by solder paste, or other

adhesive until a subsequent step in which the solder

paste is melted, or the adhesive is fully cured.

Pick and place machine operation is

challenging. Since machine speed corresponds with

throughput, the faster the pick and place machine runs,

the less costly the manufactured board will be .

Additionally, placement accuracy is extremely

important. Many electrical components, such as chip

capacitors and chip resistors are relatively small and

must be accurately placed on equally small placement

locations. Other components, while larger, have a

significant number of leads or conductors that are

spaced from one another at a relatively fine pitch.

Such components must also be accurately placed to

ensure that each lead is placed upon the proper pad.

Thus, not only must the machine operate extremely fast,

but it must also place components extremely accurately.

Picking up a component requires the

placement head to be positioned over the pick up



point for the target component. Once the nozzle is so

positioned, it is lowered to a point just above the

component and a vacuum is applied through the nozzle

which sucks the component up and temporarily attaches

it to the end of the nozzle. Each component is

positioned at its pick point by a component feeder

mechanism. Typical feeder mechanisms include tape

feeders, vibratory feeders and tray feeders. Once a

component is picked up by the nozzle, the feeder

mechanism must move another component into the pick

position. If the component pick operation is not

successful, defective work pieces are produced.

Defects on work pieces that are known to be caused by

bad pick operations are tombstoned components,

missing components, wrong components, wrong component

polarity, and misplaced components. Further, defects

are also caused by operators loading feeders into

incorrect positions; allowing feeders to run out of

components; defective or broken feeders, component

tapes and/or nozzles; incorrectly programmed nozzle

pick heights; and incorrectly positioned components.

Providing a method of assessing the

effectiveness of a pick operation without slowing

machine throughput, and without adding significant

hardware to the pick and place machine, would allow

pick and place machine operation to more accurately

identify pick errors, and ensure that such errors do

not generate defective workpieces. Additionally,

identifying pick errors before they create defective

work pieces (such as entire circuit boards) would

vastly simplify rework since the pick and place



machine can simply discard the erroneously picked

component and pick another one. In contrast, if the

erroneously picked component is actually placed upon

the workpiece, the error may not be discovered until

after final soldering or adhesive curing is complete.

Given that a particular workpiece, such as a circuit

board, may contain hundreds or even thousands of

individual components, the workpiece itself could be

relatively costly, and require relatively costly

manual rework in order to ensure that the entire

workpiece is not lost.

SUMMARY

A pick and place machine includes a sensor

disposed to acquire an image of a nozzle before a

pick operation, and one or more images after the pick

operation. Image analytics based upon these images

reveal important characteristics that can be used to

classify the pick operation. In some embodiments, a

plurality of after-pick images are acquired at

different poses (angular orientations) .

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of an

exemplary Cartesian pick and place machine with which

embodiments of the present invention are applicable.

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of an

exemplary rotary turret pick and place machine with

which embodiments of the present invention are

applicable.



FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view of an image

acquisition system disposed to acquire one or more

images relative to a pick operation in accordance

with an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of a sensor

for sensing component hose upon a pick and place

machine nozzle in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention.-

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view of a compact

component sensor in accordance with another

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view of sensor in

accordance with another embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view of a

representative before -pick image in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic view of an image

acquired after a component has been picked up by

nozzle in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic view of a before-

pick nozzle image being used to generate a template

in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 10 is a diagrammatic view of a

template being used with after-pick image in

accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.



FIG. 11 is a diagrammatic view of a

difference image derived by subtracting the before -

image from the co-registered after-image.

FIG. 12 is a diagrammatic view illustrating

an extracted vertical center as well as left and

right most component points in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 13 is a chart of offsets of leads from

vertical center for various components.

FIG. 14 is a diagrammatic view of a non-

focused before -pick image acquired in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 15 is a diagrammatic view of a blurred

after-pick image acquired in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 16 is a diagrammatic view of a blurred

before -pick nozzle image being used to generate a

template in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 17 is a diagrammatic view illustrating

a template being used to identify a nozzle in an

after-pick image in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention.

FIG. 18 is a diagrammatic view of a blurred

difference image derived by subtracting a blurred

before-pick image from a co-registered blurred after-

pick image.

FIG. 19 is a diagrammatic view of an image

containing a blob related to the image of the picked

component, in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.



FIG. 20 is a diagrammatic view of an image

constructing a rectangle about a blob in order

measure a characteristic of the blob.

FIG. 21 is a graph illustrating the way in

which the orientation of the major axis in degrees

varies for different poses (angular orientations) of

a component on a nozzle.

FIG. 22 is a graph illustrating the way in

which the blob height varies for different poses

(angular orientations) of a component on a nozzle.

FIG. 23 is a graph illustrating the way in

which the aspect ratio varies for different poses

(angular orientations) of a component on a nozzle.

FIG. 24 is a diagrammatic view of a series

of images, each depicting a non- focused shadow image

of a component disposed upon a nozzle at a different

angular orientation, in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention.

FIG. 25 is a diagrammatic view of a series

of images showing a component retained upon a nozzle

in a plurality of different poses.

FIGS. 26A, 26B and 26C are diagrammatic

views illustrating various metrics such as height

(H) , width (W) , and angle of major axis orientation

(theta-0) .

FIGS. 27-29 are graphs illustrating how

various component metrics such as apparent component

tip (FIG. 27) , apparent relative component height

(FIG. 28) , and apparent component aspect ratio (FIG.

29) vary with different component poses.



FIG. 30 is a flow diagram of a method of

characterizing a pick operation of a pick and place

machine in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view of an

exemplary Cartesian pick and place machine 201 with

which embodiments of the present invention are

applicable. Pick and place machine 201 receives a

workpiece, such as circuit board 203, via transport

system or conveyor 202. A placement head 206 then

obtains one or more electrical components to be

mounted upon workpiece 203 from component feeders

(not shown) and moves in x , y and z directions,

relative to workpiece 203, to place the component in

the proper orientation at the proper location upon

workpiece 203. Placement head 206 may include sensor

205 that is disposed to view one or more components

held by respective one or more nozzle, from a

substantially side view as placement head 206 moves

the component (s) from pickup locations to placement

locations. Sensor 205 allows placement machine 201 to

view components held by nozzles 208, 210, 212 such

that pick efficacy can be determined prior to

mounting the component (s) upon workpiece 203. Other

pick and place machines may employ a placement head

that moves over a stationary camera to image the

component. Placement head 206 may also include a

downwardly looking camera 209, which is generally

used to locate fiducial marks upon workpiece 203 such



that the relative location of placement head 206 with

respect to workpiece 203 can be readily calculated.

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of an

exemplary rotary turret pick and place machine 10

with which embodiments of the present invention are

applicable. Machine 10 includes some components that

are similar to machine 201 and like components are

numbered similarly. For turret pick and place machine

10, workpiece 203 is loaded via a conveyor onto an x -

y stage (not shown) . Attached to main turret 20 are

placement heads 210 that are disposed at regular

angular intervals around the rotating turret. During

each pick and placement cycle, turret 20 indexes an

angular distance equal to the angular distance

between adjacent placement nozzles 210. After turret

20 rotates into position and workpiece 203 is

positioned by the x-y stage, a placement nozzle 210

obtains a component 304 (shown in FIG. 3 ) from a

component feeder 14 at a defined pick point 16 .

During this same interval, another nozzle 210 places

a component 304 onto the workpiece 203 at a

preprogrammed placement location 106. Additionally,

while turret 20 pauses for the pick and place

operation, upward looking camera 30 acquires and

image of another component 304, which may provide

alignment information for that component. This

alignment information is used by pick and place

machine 10 to position workpiece 203 when placement

nozzle 210 is positioned several steps later to place

component 104 . After the pick and place cycle is

complete, turret 20 indexes to the next angular



position and workpiece 203 is repositioned in x-y

direction (s) to move the placement location to

position which corresponds to the placement location

106.

FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view of image

acquisition system 300 disposed to acquire one or

more images relative to a pick operation in

accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention. Image acquisition system 300 preferably

includes an electronic camera 308 that may include a

suitable charge couple device, or complimentary metal

oxide semiconductor device. System 300 is disposed to

view component 304 when component 304 is held by

nozzle 210. Image acquisition system 300 may have an

optical axis that is arranged to view component 304

from a non-zero angle with respect to horizontal.

However, embodiments of the present invention can be

practiced wherein image acquisition system 300 does,

in fact, view component 304 using an optical axis

having a zero angle with respect to the horizontal.

System 300 also preferably includes an illuminator

310 that generates illumination 312, which

illumination 312 is redirected by illumination optics

314. Redirected illumination 316 passes through the

area proximate component 304 when component 304 is

retained on nozzle 210. Imaging optics 318 is

disposed to redirect and focus the illumination upon

image acquisition system 300. The utilization of

illumination optics 314 and imaging optics 318 allows

image acquisition system 300 to obtain a backlit

substantially side elevation view of component 304,



even though component 304 is maintained at an angle

that is different than the optical imaging axis of

image acquisition system 300. Image acquisition

system 300 obtains an image of nozzle 210 prior to

nozzle 210 picking component 304 from component

feeder 14. Then, after component 304 has been picked

by nozzle 210, image acquisition system 300 obtains

one or more post-pick images. A comparison of the

before -and after-pick images provides important

information relative to the effectiveness of the pick

operation.

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of a sensor

for sensing components on a pick and place machine

nozzle in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention. Sensor 401 includes illumination

source 400 disposed to generate diverging

illumination 402 which illumination 402 enters

collimating optics 404 and is transformed into

collimated illumination 406. As collimated

illumination 406 impinges upon component 304, some of

the illumination is blocked generating component

shadow 408. Component shadow 408 is detected by area

detector 410. Area detector 410 is coupled to a

suitable signal processor 411 or image processor to

process the image or images acquired of the shadow

component 304. Processor 411 can be a suitable

microprocessor disposed within sensor 401, or

processor 411 could be a remote processor, such as a

microprocessor disposed within the pick and place

machine. By processing the image (s), various measures

of component 304 can be determined, including



apparent height, width and angle. One or more of

these measures facilitate the determination of the

quality of the pick operation. If component 304 meets

"good pick" criteria, component 304 will be placed on

the printed circuit board.

FIG. 5 is a diagrammatic view of a compact

component sensor in accordance with another

embodiment of the present invention. While processor

411 is not shown in FIG. 5 , such illustration is

provided in order to contrast the differences in the

embodiments illustrated in FIG. 4 and 5 , and sensor

412 would indeed employ an image processor, such as

processor 411. Sensor 412 includes source 400 and

detector 410, but does not include any imaging or

illumination optics. Shadow 408 of component 304

continues to diverge, and is considered, an unfocused

shadow. Notwithstanding the fact that shadow 408 is

unfocused, image processing is still able to render a

number of important measurements with respect to the

pick effectiveness.

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view of sensor 420

in accordance with another embodiment of the present

invention. While processor 411 is not shown in FIG.

6 , such illustration is provided in order to contrast

the differences in the embodiments illustrated in

FIG. 4 , 5 and 6 , and sensor 420 would indeed employ

an image processor, such as processor 411. Sensor 420

includes illuminator 422 that is an area source of

back light for component 304 on nozzle 210. Sensor

420 also includes optical element 424 disposed

between component 304 and detector 410. Element 424



provides a focused shadow image of component 304 upon

detector 410.

The sensor embodiments illustrated in FIGS.

4-6 generally provide a very compact sensor design.

This compact design, in turn, allows the sensor to be

easily incorporated onto a moving placement head,

such as a placement head of a Cartesian pick and

place machine . Using area array detectors to obtain

shadows of components held by nozzles of a pick and

place machine can provide a number of important

metrics with respect to the effectiveness of the pick

operation. Various types of image processing can be

used on one or more such shadow images .

FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic view of a

representative before-pick image 430 of nozzle 210.

As can be seen, nozzle 210 presents a shadow image

indicated by cross hatching 432. The distal end 434

of nozzle 210 is shown having aperture 436 through

which a vacuum is typically applied. Once component

304 is picked up by nozzle 210, the component 304 is

retained upon distal end 434 of nozzle 210.

FIG. 8 is a diagrammatic view of an image

438 acquired after a component 304 has been picked up

by nozzle 210. Component 304 is illustrated as a

standard SOT23 component, but may be any component.

Additionally, the image of component 304 is a shadow

image. The vacuum applied through aperture 436

adheres component 304 to distal end 434 of nozzle

210.

FIG. 9 is a diagrammatic view of nozzle 210

in image 430 being used to generate template 440.



The use of template 440 is important for subsequent

correlation to after-pick images. The manner in which

the nozzle pattern is extracted from before-pick

image 430 can be done in any suitable way using known

techniques, or later developed techniques.

FIG. 10 illustrates template 440 being used

with after-pick image 438. Template 440 is used in a

correlation search to identify nozzle 210 in the

after-pick image. One way in which this correlation

can be done is using a known normalized gray- scale

correlation (NGC) based correlation search. Once

nozzle 210 has been identified in the after-pick

image, difference image 442 (shown in FIG. 11) is

derived by subtracting the before -image, pixel by

pixel, from the co-registered after-image. The

difference image will generally contain the picked

component 304 as well as some artifacts (caused by

the shadow casting scheme) . These artifacts are

preferably suppressed by using an automatic

thresholding technique, such as that disclosed in the

paper entitled, "A Threshold Selection Method for

Gray Level Histogram." N . Otsu 1979, IEEE

Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, SMC-

9(1). Additionally, a morphological closing operation

can be applied to the thresholded image to improve

connectivity within blobs . The blobs are preferably

labeled using a simple region growing technique and

all but the largest blob (presumably the component)

are suppressed. The non- suppressed blob corresponds

to the picked component. A minimum enclosing

rectangle is computed for this largest blob and the



left and right most coordinates of the blob are

noted. The extracted component's vertical center is

also calculated. Rectangle 443 illustrating the

extracted vertical center as well as left and right

most points are illustrated in FIG. 12. If the

vertical coordinate (Y) of either the left most or

the right most part pixel falls in the component's

vertical half closer to the nozzle, then it is

concluded that the component has been picked upside

down. A digital signal processor, such as processor

411, is programmed with these simple operations.

Specifically, let Ly be the vertical (Y) coordinate of

the left most pixel of the extracted component; let Ry

be the vertical (Y) coordinate of the right most

pixel of the extracted component; and let Cy by the

vertical (Y) center of the extracted component.

Then, let left offset equal Ly-Cy . Additionally, let

right offset equal Ry-Cy . Assuming that (0,0) is the

left top corner, and the component is below the

nozzle in the captured view, then if left offset is

greater than 0 or right offset is greater than 0 ,

conclude that component 304 has been picked upside

down. Otherwise conclude that component 304 has been

correctly picked. Note, these processing steps can be

applied to both focused shadows as well as non-

focused shadows .

FIG. 13 is a chart of offsets of leads from

vertical center for various components. FIG. 13

illustrates flipped pick identification using lead

vertical offsets from the component's vertical

center. As illustrated in FIG. 13, the correctly



placed parts are generally in the positive X and Y

axes, while incorrectly placed parts are in the

negative -X and -Y axes .

The above example of image analysis for

component shadows on a nozzle of a pick and place

machine provide a number of advantages.

Specifically, co-registration of before and after-

pick images based on the nozzle pattern provides

accurate, robust and reliable registration methods.

Additionally, NGC-based searching is very suitable

for digital signal processing. Further, image

processing operations are simple enough to be

programmed into commercially available digital signal

processors. Further still, significant information

can be extracted from even a single view in order to

successfully identify an incorrect pick (such as an

upside down pick) . Moreover, the image processing

operations are simple enough so that the required

measurements can be computed quickly to meet the need

of real-time operation.

FIG. 14 is a diagrammatic view of non-

focused before-pick image 450. Image 450 shows

blurred nozzle 452. FIG. 15 shows after-pick image

454 depicting component 456 disposed upon nozzle 452 .

FIG. 16 illustrates a template 458, similar to

template 440 illustrated in FIG. 9 , which template

458 is used to isolate nozzle 452 in after-pick

images .

FIG. 17 illustrates template 458 being used

to identify nozzle 456 in the after-pick image 454.

Various methods exist to co-register two images, such



as correlating the entire image, correlating specific

sections on both sides of the nozzle, et cetera.

However, it is preferred that image analysis utilize

the before-pick image and extract the nozzle pattern

therefrom in order to use the extracted nozzle

pattern as a template in an NGC-based correlation

search. Difference image 460 (illustrated in FIG. 18)

is derived by subtracting before-pick image 450 from

the co-registered after-pick image 454. Difference

image 460 will contain some artifacts (caused by the

shadow casting scheme) . The artifacts are preferably

suppressed by an automatic thresholding technique

such as that described above with respect to the Otsu

paper. Further still, it is preferred that a

morphological closing operation be applied to the

threshold image to improve connectivity within blobs.

As described above, the blobs are

preferably labeled using a simple region growing

technique and all but the largest blob are

suppressed. The remaining blob corresponds to the

picked component. A minimum enclosing rectangle is

computed for this largest blob and features such as

component height (vertical extent) and component

width (horizontal extent) , and aspect ratio

(height/width) are computed. Additionally, moments of

inertia about the x , y and XY-axis are computed and

the orientation of the major axis is derived from

these three moments. Additionally, from the X-centers

of the part and the nozzle, part offset from the

nozzle center is also computed. These simple

operations are easily programmed into a digital



signal processor, such as commercially available

digital signal processors.

FIG. 19 is a diagrammatic view of image 462

containing blob 464 related to the image of the

picked component. Further, FIG. 20 shows image 466

having rectangle 468 constructed about blob 464 in

order to determine moments of inertia, et cetera. The

measurements that can be performed based upon the

component image include apparent component height,

aspect' ratio (height/width) and orientation of the

major axes. These measurements, alone and in certain

combinations, are capable of characterizing a given

pick as good or bad. To successfully use the apparent

height and aspect ratio to classify a pick, some a-

priori knowledge of the component may be necessary.

However, the orientation of the major axes

measurement alone may be sufficient to classify a

pick provided in established threshold of allowable

orientations is known. However, measurements from

more than one view, or angular orientation of the

component upon the nozzle may be necessary to

unambiguously classify a pick. If a-priori knowledge

of the component is not available, then it is still

possible to classify a pick as good or bad from

measurements made from a number of views, such as

three views . These three views are spaced at

appropriate intervals, for example 45° apart.

Comparing the apparent component heights and widths

based upon each view for the three views, a component

pick can be classified as good or bad. The rules to



classify a pick based on apparent component height

are:

Rule 1 : If the component height is

greater than the component width from the

measurement made from the first view then

it is considered a bad pick.

Rule 2 : If rule 1 fails, then compare

the component height of the first view

against the minimum component widths of the

second and third views. If the component

height of the first view is greater than

the above minimum, then it is bad pick.

Rule 3 : If both rules 1 and 2 fail,

then the pick has a high probability of

being good.

Note, these processing steps can be applied

to both the non- focused shadows as well as focused

shadows with back lighting. Thus, this analysis can

be employed not only for the images illustrated with

respect to FIGS. 16-20, but also those illustrated in

FIGS. 9-15.

FIG. 21 is a chart illustrating the way in

which the orientation of the major axis varies for

different poses (angular orientations) of a component

on a nozzle. As illustrated in FIG. 21, as a

component on the nozzle is rotated through 16

different shadow poses, a component that has been

properly picked will have very little variability.

In distinct contrast, various pick errors, such as

billboarding, corner picks, and tombstoning, generate

drastically varying orientations of major axis values



as the various shadow poses are acquired. FIGS. 22

and 23 also indicate that a good pick can also be

determined from a number of poses using different

metrics, such as blob height (FIG. 22) and aspect

ratio (FIG. 23) .

FIG. 24 shows a series of images 470, 472,

474 each depicting a non- focused shadow image of a

component 304 disposed upon a nozzle 210 at a

different angular orientation (pose) . It is known for

pick and place machines to have a rotatable nozzle

such that the angular orientation of the component

can be adjusted to correctly place the component in

its proper orientation upon the workpiece. In

accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention, a plurality of after-pick shadow images

are acquired with each image being acquired while the

part is in a different pose. The image analytics

described above can be performed on one or all of the

after-pick shadow images and the extracted metrics

can be compared for each of the poses. A component

that has been properly picked, will have

significantly less variance in the various extracted

metrics than an erroneously picked component .

FIG. 25 is a diagrammatic view of a series

of images 476, 478, 480 showing component 304

retained upon nozzle 210 in a plurality of different

poses. FIG. 25 differs from FIG. 24 in that the

images of FIG. 25 are focused shadow images. FIG. 25

illustrates a condition known as a corner pick where

a corner of component 304 is lodged in the vacuum

aperture. FIG. 25 also illustrates that in various



poses, or angular ordinations, the corner picked

component 304 presents drastically different

profiles. Thus, as set forth above, the employment of

various image analytics upon two or more successively

acquired after-pick shadow images, whether focused or

not, can easily provide important information with

respect to the efficacy of the pick operation. FIGS.

26A, 26B and 26C illustrate various metrics such as

height (H) , width (W) , and angle of major axis

orientation (theta-#) . FIGS. 27-29 illustrate various

component metrics: apparent component tip; apparent

relative component height; and apparent component

aspect ratio; respectively, and a variety of

different component poses. As evident in FIGS. 27-29,

a component that has been correctly picked will

exhibit the lowest variability in these variance

metrics as the pose varies. Accordingly, the variance

of one or more metrics can be compared to a pre¬

selected threshold to simply determine whether the

component has been picked effectively.

FIG. 30 is a flow diagram of a method of

characterizing a pick operation of a pick and place

machine in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention. Method 500 begins at block 502

where a sensor, such as sensor 205, is used to obtain

a before-pick image of a nozzle of the pick and place

machine. As indicated at block 504, the nozzle

pattern in the before-pick image is used to generate

a template. At block 506, one or more after-pick

images are acquired. As indicated in FIG. 30, blocks

504 and 506 can be executed in any order, including



simultaneously. Once the template is generated, it is

used to identify the nozzle in the after-pick

image(s), as indicated at block 508. At block 510,

the before-pick image and the after-pick image (s) are

correlated, preferably using an NGC-based

correlation. A difference image is generated at block

511 by subtracting the before-pick image from the

correlated after-pick image (s). At optional block 512

the difference image (s) are preferably thresholded

using known thresholding techniques. At optional

block 514, a morphological closing operation is

preferably applied to the thresholded difference

image. At block 514, it is also preferred that the

blobs are preferably labeled using a simple region

growing technique and all but the largest blob are

suppressed. At block 516, one or more metrics are

calculated based on the difference image. At block

518, the metrics are used to characterize the pick

operation as either good or bad. Method 500 can be

used for both focused shadows and non- focused

shadows .

Embodiments of the present invention allow

relatively simple image acquisition systems to be

used with commercially available digital signal

processors to provide accurate pick characterizations

in real-time during operation of the pick and place

machine. This results in reduced occurrence of

placement of erroneously picked components, and

reduction of rework required to remedy such problems.

Although the present invention has been

described with reference to preferred embodiments,



workers skilled in the art will recognize that

changes may be made in form and detail without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS :

1 . A pick and place machine comprising:

a placement head having a nozzle for temporarily-

adhering a component thereto;

a robotic system for generating relative

movement between the placement head and a

workpiece;

a sensor having. an illuminator disposed to

direct illumination at the component, the

sensor also having image acquisition system

disposed to acquire a two-dimensional

before-pick shadow image of the nozzle, and

to acquire at least one two-dimensional

after-pick shadow image of the nozzle and

the component ; and

a processor adapted to process the before- and

after-pick images to characterize a pick

operation.

2 . The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the before-pick shadow image is a before-pick non-

focused shadow image .

3. The pick and place machine of claim 2, wherein

each after-pick shadow image is a non- focused shadow

image .

4 . The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the before-pick shadow image is a focused before-pick

shadow image.

5 . The pick and place machine of claim 4 , wherein

each after-pick shadow image is a focused shadow

image .



6 . The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the sensor includes an area illuminator to back light

the component .

7 . The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the image acquisition system includes a charge-

coupled device .

8 . The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the image acquisition system includes a complementary

metal oxide semiconductor device .

9 . The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the sensor includes imaging optics.

10. The pick and place machine of claim 9 , wherein

the sensor includes illumination optics.

11. The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the sensor includes illumination optics.

12. The pick and place machine of claim 1 , wherein

the image acquisition system is disposed to acquire a

plurality of after-pick images, each after-pick image

being acquired at a different component pose.

13. The pick and place machine of claim 12, wherein

characterization of the pick operation is based upon

examining variance of a metric among the after-pick

images .

14 . A sensor for sensing a pick operation in a pick

and place machine, the sensor comprising:

an illuminator disposed to direct illumination

at a component held upon a nozzle of the

pick and place machine;

an image acquisition system disposed to acquire

a two-dimensional before-pick shadow image

of the nozzle, and to acquire at least one



two-dimensional after-pick shadow image of

the nozzle and the component; and

a processor adapted to process the before- and

after-pick images to characterize a pick

operation.

15. The sensor of claim 14, wherein the image

acquisition system includes a charge -coupled device.

16. The sensor of claim 14, wherein the image

acquisition system includes a complementary metal

oxide semiconductor device .

17. The sensor of claim 14, wherein the sensor

includes imaging optics disposed to image a shadow

onto an area detector.

18. The sensor of claim 17, wherein the sensor

includes illumination optics to decrease divergence

of the illumination.

19. The sensor of claim 14, wherein the sensor

includes illumination optics to decrease divergence

of the illumination.

20. The sensor of claim 14, wherein the image

acquisition system is disposed to acquire a plurality

of after-pick images, each after-pick image being

acquired at a different component pose.

21. The sensor of claim 20, wherein characterization

of the pick operation is based upon examining

variance of a metric among the after-pick images .

22 . A method of characterizing a pick operation of a

pick and place machine, the method comprising:

obtaining a before-pick shadow image of a nozzle

of the pick and place machine;



obtaining at least one after-pick shadow image

of the nozzle;

subtracting the before-pick image from the at

least one after-pick image to generate at

least one difference image;

determining at least one metric based upon the

difference image; and

characterizing the pick operation based upon the

at least one metric.

23. The method of claim 22, and further comprising

extracting an image of the nozzle from the before-

pick image to generate a template.

24. The method of claim 23, and further comprising

using the template to identify the nozzle in each

after-pick image.

25. The method of claim 22, and further comprising

co-registering the before-pick image with each after-

pick image prior to subtracting the before-pick image

from each after-pick image.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein co-registering

includes utilizing a normalized gray-scale

correlation.

27. The method of claim 22, and further comprising

thresholding the difference image to generate a

thresholded difference image.

28. The method of claim 27, and further comprising

performing a morphological closing operation upon the

thresholded difference image .

29. The method of claim 22, wherein obtaining at

least one after-pick shadow image of the nozzle

includes obtaining a plurality of after-pick images,



each image acquired relative to a different pose of

the component .

30. The method of claim 22, wherein all images are

of non- focused shadows.

31. The method of claim 22, wherein all images are

of focused shadows.
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